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‘Specific, tangible support that Government policy could put in place to sustain General Aviation 

(GA) in particular and safeguard UK aerodromes and other, primarily non-commercial airfields.’ 
 

Below are a number of areas that can be addressed through government legislation, planning policy, 

taxation and a revised and then implemented aviation strategy, which if not addressed, will see UK 

general aviation and associated aerodromes continue to diminish irreversibly.    Time is not on our 

side; indeed, the talking should be long over by now and actions implemented as quickly as possible 

to halt and reverse the demise.   The advent of Brexit also has direct and significant implications for 

the sector, some not immediately so obvious, hence the need for urgent attention and action.    UK 

GA needs help.  This paper follows on from the RAeS conference on airfields on the 24th Oct 2017. 

Summary of key areas needing attention: 

1) Analysis and quantifying the value of each runway, airfield and aerodrome asset in the UK, 

both those currently operational and those that could, in theory, see reinstatement of use 

2) Business Rates – revaluation of Valuation Office guidelines on rateable values for GA airfields 

3) Planning guidance/policy – a review and freeing up of Permitted Development Rights for more 

airfields and broadening of what is allowable as an ‘Operational Building’ 

4) Planning policy on the establishment of new city centre and urban ports for the new 

generation of electric and hybrid powered air vehicles 

5) Planning guidance/policy – aerodromes as brownfield sites, boundaries therein and scope for 

boundary changes for purposes of Permitted Development application 

6) Taxation – VAT on Professional Pilot Training, VAT & Duty on Avgas 

7) Taxation and tax-breaks – student pilot financing (lack-of) 

8) Taxation – tax-breaks for those investing in infrastructure 

9) Taxation & Planning breaks, grants and government support for establishment of major 

training facilities on airfields 

10) Planning – Enabling Development, allowance of non-aviation development to sustain and 

retain aviation related viability at aerodromes 

11) Planning – Change of use of buildings for non-aviation purposes to help sustain and retain 

aviation viability 

12) Lower Airspace – Policy and design for the future and preparing for new technologies 

13) Visas for student pilots into the UK – increasingly burdensome and problematical 

14) Brexit – the tangible and not so tangible implications for the General Aviation sector in 

particular and airfields in general 
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Airport / Airfield / Aerodrome categorisation, ranking and prioritisation for a national 

safeguarding and support policy 

There are at least 500 airfields in regular use around the UK of which the majority are unlicensed and 

privately owned (rather than local authority owned).    In the context of finding a strategy to help 

safeguard airfields in the UK through government policy, all such airfields need to be categorised and 

prioritised according to their relative usefulness to the aviation community, the communities they sit 

in and then of course in the national context.    A points system or a similar matrix with all pertinent 

features of an aerodrome, their capabilities, their proximity to urban environments, their catchment 

populations etc. should all be assessed and ranked.       

Some logic needs to be applied to how one assesses the value of say closed or soon to be closed 

major runways, often ex-military runways, versus operational but limited licensed runways in terms 

of their value in the national context.    For example, with Mildenhall likely to be closed in a number 

of years along with major runway assets like Upper Heyford and say Manston – already gone, how 

much weight do you give to the value of those irreplaceable assets in the national context?   Local 

authority policies take precedent over national policy and where Local Plans rule out any future use 

of a major airfield of that scale, no national policy exists to override those.     

An airfield’s value to the GA community or a region must also take into consideration its current 

opening hours, permitted movement capacity and pricing.    For example, Farnborough has a great 

value to business aviation, but it has less than a quarter of the permitted capacity of Oxford, has 

notably worse hours of operation, especially at weekends, and has a pricing policy that all but 

negates practical access for lighter general aviation. 

Not all airfields can have any new policy applied to them to assure their continued use and viability 

for aviation use, but government should apply some logic to prioritisation of which ones should have 

a degree of protection, or assistance, to ensure ongoing viability as aviation assets and part of the 

national aviation infrastructure.      

Whether differing policies that are applied, are for the top 50, 100, 250 airfields is for the industry 

and government to define, but the starting point needs to be this assessment of the usefulness and 

value of each and every one. 

Consideration must also be given to their usefulness in the context of emerging technology which 

could open up their role for commercial aviation activities in the future.    Within a decade or two, 

there will be greater use of single-engined turboprops in the commercial arena, there will be the 

resurgence of new regional aircraft with typically 19 to 30+ seats to fill the void up to the 50-seater 

turboprops today and there will a whole new sector of hybrid and electric aircraft, many of which 

will have vertical take-off capabilities (e-VTOL) and will be far quieter and environmentally more 

acceptable.   Airfields need to be classified as to their readiness and suitability to play a role in 

supporting the emergence of these new sectors.    
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Airfields that never to date have offered connectivity with peers or urban centres on a commercial 

basis, could soon become mini hubs or ports for commercial air services, not just for the odd, 

wealthier few, but for all travellers.   Technology is evolving so rapidly that legislators and national 

policy cannot keep up.   This has to be addressed.   Future hybrid regional airliners are predicted to 

see an 80% reduction in hourly operating costs.  Lower airspace modelling needs to be reviewed to 

facilitate these new technologies. 

Lastly, the geographic and demographic criteria applied to each airfield and their proximity to others 

with similar capabilities has to be taken into consideration.    15+ GA airfields within ten miles of 

greater London cannot have the same value placed upon them in the national context as say 

Plymouth (currently closed) as the only runway asset of that size and potential capability within an 

hour’s drive of a major urban conurbation.    Likewise, 15 VFR aerodromes to the west of London 

cannot be deemed as ‘valuable’ as the one and only IFR airport between Heathrow and Birmingham. 

Of note is the conversion of some military airports for commercial/civil use where were they to be 

UK CAA licensed or EASA certificated, their declared runway distances might be considerably less 

than that enjoyed for military use.    RAF Northolt for instance, would barely be useable for business 

aviation or commercial airline use were it ever licensed for civil use, due to obstacles and 

consequential safeguarding measures.   Landing distances would be radically reduced. 

Once this matrix and ranking of ‘airports, airfields, aerodromes’ has been defined, including of 

course those closed and disused runways which some would consider would have notable regional 

or national value if reopened, stakeholders can then apply rules for prioritisation for safeguarding 

those assets.   The lines will be blurred for those airports or runways that also have commercial, not 

just GA-usage potential and not only for airline or passenger services, but also air freight. 

Of course, the imposition of any special protected status or allotted privileges must afford airfield 

owners with new tax or planning-related benefits to secure the viability of those airports, as airports, 

but if withdrawing from private land-owners the right to redevelop those sites for non-aviation 

purposes, that would court legal challenges for loss of prospective land value. 

 

Business Rates 

Rateable values (RVs) and consequential rates bills for certain airfields have risen exponentially over 

the years, way ahead of inflation.   The guidelines for the Valuation Office on how to assess RVs for 

aerodromes, airfields and minor airports have inconsistencies and often place emphasis on what 

could be hosted on a runway rather than what is actually present.   A WWII 5,000ft runway could in 

theory take a Boeing Business Jet (737) but as a ‘general aviation’ airport should not be treated the 

same as London City Airport with the same runway.   In some instances, the business rates bill for 

airports (or aerodromes) are way in excess of the EBITDA (profit) the airfield makes, which is 

arguably ridiculous.    There is often disparity between RVs for hangars used for similar purposes at 

different airports – some based on age, build standard etc. some based on actual rental income.    In 

essence, very often the business rates bills are wholly disproportionate to the often-paper-thin 

margins and profitability of an airfield and this has to be addressed.     
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Where an airport has a little bit of commercial activity, some business aviation and some light GA, it 

is not fair and equitable to treat the airport as if it was a full, commercial, regional airport.   A better 

balance must be struck and RVs reduced in general.   An airfield might invest in infrastructure and 

aids to survive and grow, but then gets penalised with higher rates bills as a consequence.      

Additional crosswind runways are separately assessed for RVs and when added to the costs of 

maintenance of those, surveying, safeguarding and licencing, it is rarely justifiable to keep those 

runways operational with all those financial burdens considering the frequency of use for those few 

days of the year the wind is right across the main runway. 

Action – Valuation Office to re-think and reassess guidance and policy with regard to RVs for 

aerodromes and airports 

 

Planning - Permitted Development 

There are just 58 airports in the UK defined as ‘Non-designated airports under the Airports Act 1986’, 

otherwise referred to as ‘Relevant Airports’ with corresponding ‘Relevant Airport Operators’.    Only 

these airports are afforded Permitted Development Rights allowing certain aviation-related 

development as effectively ‘Statutory Undertakers’.     An airport operator whose annual turnover at 

the airport exceeded £1m in at least two of the last three financial years may apply for a certificate 

from the CAA that confers rights on the operator as a ‘Statutory Undertaker’ and to become another 

‘Relevant Airport’. 

Permitted Development Rights negate the need for burdensome planning applications and allow 

these airports to swiftly develop ‘operational buildings’ in connection with the provision of aviation 

related services and facilities.    Specifically excluded are non-operational buildings (such as hotels), 

runways and passenger terminals which must still have normal planning applications. 

In the GPDO 2015 an “Operational Building” means a building, other than a hotel, required in 
connection with the movement or maintenance of aircraft, or with the embarking, disembarking, 
loading, discharge or transport of passengers, livestock or goods at a relevant airport. 
 
Those afforded the PD rights can readily erect hangars for example usually without constraint and 
even within the greenbelt.   Thus, it is easier for these airports to readily fulfil demand and capacity 
requirements and enhance viability of their operations.   Many airports consider the use of these 
rights as their saviour as viable airport businesses. 
 
So, there are a few points to make on these PD rights. 
 
Firstly, there is this arbitrary minimum turnover requirement for the CAA to consider identifying an 
aerodrome as a Relevant Airport set at £1m per annum.    Were this to be lowered, say to £500K, it 
could allow a greater number of airports to be included on the list of relevant airports and enjoy the 
benefits of Permitted Development Rights. 
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Secondly, it is widely considered that the definition of an ‘Operational Building’ is too narrow and 
excludes, for instance, aviation training facilities that might be needed on the airport, pilot training 
academy campuses for example.    Such facilities still need normal planning applications and all the 
handicaps therein. 
 
Were a Fixed Base Operation (FBO) - VIP passenger handling facility, to be defined as a ‘Terminal’, it 

would not be permitted to be built using PD rights, but being defined as something else, not a 

‘terminal’, and it is permitted.   These anomalies are questionable. 

Accordingly, there is scope to allow a broader range of aviation-related buildings to be encompassed 

within the definition of an ‘Operational Building’ – essentially facilities that need to be on an airport 

for businesses that could not practically undertake their business satisfactorily off an airport. 

Action – planning legislation to be reviewed and amended, specifically Permitted Development 

Rights within Part 8 of Schedule 2 of the GPDO 2015 along with Civil Aviation Authority guidelines for 

the inclusion of airports as Statutory Undertakers or Relevant Airports. 

 

Planning – Local Plans 

It is critical that airfield operators who wish to court moral support from their local authorities for 

the safeguarding of their aerodromes as operational airfields, should ensure some degree of 

adopted policy protection within Local Plans.     However, some private airport land-owners will be 

wary of this, where, if all fails, they would want the ability to capitalise on any ‘brownfield site 

status’ and redevelop the land.    As most private airfield owners are often also the airfield 

operators, this sometimes will not work.   Where council-owned or military-owned runways, then it’s 

up to local stakeholders to drive the protection of those sites as useable runways, or national 

guidance out of any emerging Aviation Strategy.    National policy could retrospectively force local 

authorities to have to protect certain closed, or due-to-be-closed runways for the option to reinstate 

their use at any point in the future, or within a defined timeframe. 

 

Planning – Encourage and Facilitate the Establishment of Urban, City-Centre ‘Vertiports’ 

Planning policy, indeed Local Plans, tend to look at long term visions for their communities over 

decades.    Aviation technology is evolving rapidly to introduce into the arena electric and hybrid 

airborne vehicles which will, in the main, have vertical take-off capability and due to their vastly 

reduced noise footprint, systems redundancy and environmental credentials, will be far more 

acceptable for use in urban, city-centre environments.   GA aerodromes will make natural home 

bases for these fleets for support, training and maintenance, but what is missing is the almost 

complete absence of any zones in city centres to host the new services that these aircraft will 

facilitate.   There are almost no heliports today in any UK cities, fundamentally due to noise issues 

with helicopters.     
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However, this new generation of aircraft will address that issue.   Accordingly, without urban 

locations and landing sites – ‘vertiports’, being planned for in cities within the UK, the huge 

revolution in air transportation that this technology could bring will simply not arise.   The whole 

point of the technology is to get you into and out of the heart of cities, not somewhere half an 

hour’s drive away or further.    So, whether on urban, brownfield sites, on the roofs of say rail 

stations, or on pontoons on rivers, lakes etc, wherever such vertiports can be accommodated, they 

need to be encouraged and facilitated through central government policy in order for the UK to take 

a lead in the adoption of this new technology and reap the long-term benefits with the significant 

productivity gains that come with this.    A successful new market sector for the use of these aircraft 

will, in turn, give another string-to-the-bow for established GA airports supporting those fleets and 

providing training etc. 

So, let’s take a lead on the global front and prepare for the future right now – and we are talking less 

than ten years, not decades. 

 

Airfield status – Brownfield and Boundaries 

There is another debate to be had on the precise categorisation of airfields in the planning context.  

That is whether a site is automatically to be defined as ‘brownfield’ and whether all or part of the 

aerodrome should be defines as thus.   Recent changes in the planning system changed the status of 

aerodromes and thus opened the doors to prospective redevelopment as ’brownfield’ sites when 

fundamentally most are vast areas of green land.     A landowner can adjust the red-line operational 

boundaries of an aerodrome as they see fit and therefore bring in or place outside pockets of land 

that might ultimately be defined as brownfield.    Likewise, the operational boundaries of airfields 

can be similarly adjusted by the land-owner to include more land within the curtilage upon which 

they might use their Permitted Development Rights. 

 

Taxation – VAT, Duty 

VAT is levied on professional pilot training courses in the UK where it is not in most other countries 

around Europe.    Where VAT is zero-rated on training for so many other professions, this is 

senseless and puts the UK industry, often acknowledged as providing the best pilot training in the 

world, at a huge disadvantage.   This has been identified as a major handicap for decades and no 

progress has been made to date.    Global demand for new professional pilots globally is huge as 

testified within Boeing, Airbus and CAE forecasts and the UK should retain a significant role as one of 

the foremost providers of professional pilot training, but we are in a weaker position due to 

inherently higher costs compared to alternatives. 

Taxation of Avgas, used predominantly in piston-engined aircraft used for pilot training, apparently 

worth £8m to the exchequer, is not in any way put back into the industry.   Either reinvest in the GA 

sector of aviation, so it is justified, or waive this unfair taxation. 
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Taxation and Student Pilot Financing 

Right now, there are almost no financing options available for aspiring professional pilot training 

students where once there were several avenues to consider.    Where full courses can cost in excess 

of £100,000, often only those with parental support to underwrite the costs will ever be able to 

pursue such careers when many prospective students with ideal aptitude, skills and attitude simply 

cannot pursue their ambitions.    The Government could and should step in to help third parties 

more readily offer financing with tax breaks afforded to those companies, or to offer Government 

financing in one form or other to students as they would with normal university course loans and 

maintenance grants, of course with sensible and fair interest rates. 

Lack of financing without the old traditional form of airline sponsorship being available, which more 

or less died out after 9/11 and was never reinstated, is a critical issue causing a significant drop in 

demand for professional pilot training courses in the UK 

 

Tax Breaks – general / investment 

Airfields currently have no incentive to reinvest in their infrastructure to enhance their capacity or 

capabilities from a taxation perspective.       As the vast majority are in private ownership (unlike say 

in France with many under local authority ownership), all rests on returns on investment and normal 

business common sense with less regard for any peripheral benefits to local communities.    Find 

mechanisms to encourage the sector to invest in those assets which assures greater viability as 

airfields and reduces the risk of selling out for full non-aviation usage or development. 

 

Tax Breaks / Grants – Training Campuses / Academies 

The Government needs a coherent policy to encourage ‘UK PLC’ to capitalise on its reputation for 

providing the best training in the world, in particular in aviation – not just pilots, but engineers, air 

traffic controllers etc. for which the global demand is huge.    English is the language of aviation of 

course and a lot of international airlines like their students to be immersed in our more complex and 

demanding airspace and our less predictable weather. 

Should an airport wish to establish new training campuses and academies, there should be a raft of 

incentives, breaks, grants or otherwise to help facilitate their establishment and entice those here in 

the UK.   In Brexit Britain (see further commentary below) this is super-critical.   This has to come out 

of central government policy, not rely on Local Enterprise partnership initiatives. 

80% of the UK economy is service industry oriented, not manufacturing, and training is one of the 

most critical sectors with arguably the most to fear from Brexit if not managed appropriately having 

a very high overseas client ratio.   Overseas students are already being turned off UK-destined 

options and that has to be stabilised and reversed. 
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Enabling Development 

Airfields, as part of both the tax incentive policy and planning guidance and liberalisation, should be 

more readily able to push through development proposals that generate supporting income to the 

airfield operations, ensuring the viability of the ongoing aviation usage.   Those in the greenbelt, of 

which many are, which cannot readily add secondary revenue streams without being able to develop 

their footprints, need to have government policy defining that it is more acceptable to cite ‘very 

special circumstances’ for airfields to add to their property portfolios to sustain and retain the 

aviation usage, not to replace the aviation element. 

 

Change of Use 

Struggling airfields with property assets that are available for non-aviation use should be more 

readily able to use those for other purposes without constraint in order to sustain the ongoing 

operation of the airfield.   Priority airfields afforded any recognised/special status should have this 

along with a number of other policy guidelines applied under planning legislation to protect the 

ongoing usage as an operational airfield.     

 

Lower Airspace – Policy & Revision 

Touched upon already within this document, new technologies emerging, in particular with e-VTOL 

aircraft will require a radical rethink on how we plan lower airspace in the future.   Without this 

being addressed now, the ability for these new aircraft types to practically operate especially in and 

around urban environments, might be severely curtailed. 

 

Visa controls for non-EU student pilots 

Obtaining visas to come into the UK for professional pilot training courses for certain countries is 

notoriously difficult and burdensome.    Whole classes of students from a single airline have been 

refused entry and ultimately have gone to other countries to complete their training – both African 

and Middle Eastern countries in particular have been problematical.    It is far easier to get a 

complete class of Middle Eastern student onto a course in Spain for instance than it is to get them 

into the UK.    This has to be tackled, it is a severe handicap to the UK training industry.    

Unfortunately, it looks like we might be heading for further pain on this front were we to end up 

with a hard Brexit, at least  we cannot foresee the matter becoming less burdensome. 
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Brexit 

There is nothing about Brexit which gives any comfort to the general aviation community.    As with 

most other industries, not knowing what rules and regulations are likely to apply and the direction 

we will be taken in adds uncertainty and halts commitment on investment. 

However, it’s much worse than that when one delves deeper into the implications, or at least the 

perceived implications. 

Overseas students for professional pilot training courses are already hesitating about committing to 

courses in the UK when future visa requirements are ambiguous and we already have the 

disadvantages of VAT being levied on courses.     Non-EU nationals from certain countries have 

already found it pretty burdensome to gain visas to come to the UK for their training, so his is a pre-

existing problem for some, but Brexit is deemed to make that likely to be worse.     Whatever the 

eventual reality, the rot has started already and damage has already been done.    Where once the 

UK might have been top of the list for many, with a reputation for the best training in the world, it is 

now not. 

At the time of writing, all we know about future jurisdiction and oversight is that a great number of 

the players insist that we will not have regulations controlled under the jurisdiction of the European 

Court of Justice.   If that is to be an absolute requirement, then we cannot be in EASA.   If that entails 

mirroring EASA rules but having those under UK CAA oversight, we will have no influence on future 

changes in EASA regulations and yet have to adhere to those.     

EASA rules are always likely to have a lighter touch regulation compared to those of national aviation 

authorities and there is great concern about the UK CAA having the resources to undertake their role 

were they to have to be the primary UK regulator again.   There are not enough resources available 

today regardless of this possible outcome.   If an airfield wants to get approval for say a new GPS 

RNAV approach on its runway, it takes far longer here to instigate than say in France, Germany or 

the USA.    Just this area alone has so many huge concerns and consequences that it warrants a 

whole subsection of its own in terms of how the industry copes and prepares for this possibility.   It 

effects every facet of aviation and every support industry. 

Freedoms of the Air and European Single Sky policies are critical to UK operators carrying on services 

overseas within the EU27 countries and other ECAA countries.  Again, extraction of the UK from 

having any oversight or jurisdiction with the European Court of Justice means we have to start from 

scratch with a multitude of bilateral agreements, the complexity and magnitude of which we have 

never faced before.   Not one paper or policy position has been tabled that gives any coherent plan 

for what is proposed on this front.   The oft-cited threat that UK commercial air operations will cease 

to be able to conduct their operations in continental Europe at the end of March 2019 is not an idle 

threat, it is exactly the situation, on paper, as things stand today. 
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Devaluation of the pound has already taken its toll where all aviation fuel is wholesaled in US dollars 

and therefore our fuel retailed in Pounds Sterling is notably more expensive than it was.    This also 

applies to aircraft spares and all other imported supplies.     

Arguably UK maintenance companies should be able to offer slightly better labour rates in terms of 

Sterling, unfortunately few continental aircraft owners will choose to cross the Channel to bring 

their aircraft in for major inspections and we still remain more expensive than for instance central 

and eastern European options. 

Skills required in aviation – engineers, pilots, technicians, air traffic controllers are now turned off 

coming to the UK as an option, both with the reduced incomes they would command in Sterling 

terms, but because of residency rights concerns, visa concerns and an overall feeling of being less 

welcome than they once were.  The exodus has already started.    A ‘brain-drain’ is underway and it’s 

in the wrong direction.    All these skills and qualifications are in short supply and so we have the 

double whammy of having these people leave the UK but also making the costs and desirability of 

training young people to replace them in the UK less appealing.    We’re shooting ourselves in the 

feet not once, but twice over 
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